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The Cost to the CoB of Barry Babin’s ’06 “Invitations” 
An Investigative Series on CoB Faculty Travel 

 
 
This Special Report examines some of the recent “invitations” to present research that 
Barry Babin has received.  The usual understanding is that the inviting organization 
would pay the freight, but as usmpride.com investigators have discovered, that is rarely 
the case with invitations involving CoB faculty. 
 
This report begins with an “Invited Presentation” Babin filed for regarding a February of 
2006 trip to the AMA Winter Educators’ Conference in Ft. Lauderdale.  The invitation 
was extended to Babin by Thomson Publishing, the publisher of one of Babin’s textbooks 
(see other reports at usmpride.com for details of the Babins’ textbook operation).  The 
information on this particular “invite” is presented below: 
 

 
 
Unlike some of the other “invitations” received by CoB faculty that have been discussed 
in the “Invitation or Invoice” series here at usmpride.com, this one cost the CoB 
relatively little (see below). 
 

 
 
It is worth noting, however, that Associate Dean Farhang Niroomand was willing to 
provide $200 for Babin’s trip if the expenses had risen to that level.  It should also be 



noted that this trip is different from past ones in that the “invitation” was made by a 
textbook publisher, and not an academic institution.  Not only was the invitation from a 
textbook publisher, Thomson Learning publishes one of Babin’s textbooks – a book that 
Babin receives royalties for, thus representing a questionable expense from the 
University’s perspective. 
 
The second “invitation” covered in this report was reported on a June of 2006 Employee 
Travel Voucher.  Some of the preliminary details are reported below: 
 

 
 
The insert above indicates that Babin was invited to speak to the Association for French 
Marketing in Nantes, France.  The details of this trip are interesting.  Note that the insert 
below suggests that the AFM paid for Babin to reach the shores of Europe, but he relied 
on Mississippi taxpayers to complete the journey: 
 

 
 
The completion of the journey cost the CoB a little over $380.  The taxi/limousine 
expenses associated with Babin’s invitation to Nantes are provided below: 
 

 



These expenses occurred in London, instead of Nantes.  This “invitation” to Babin from 
the AFM consumed more than $550 of the CoB’s budget.  Again, Associate Dean 
Niroomand was prepared to pay more.  In this case he was prepared to devote as much as 
$1,000 to support the AFM’s “invitation” (see below): 
 

 
 
A third “invitation” received by Babin involved a trip to Minneapolis in March of 2006.  
This “invitation” was made by the National Conference on Sales Management, as 
described below: 
 

 
 
Unlike the previous two, this “invitation” included meals and lodging expenses, which 
totaled almost $350, as the screen below points out: 
 

 
 
Another $380 was required to cover Babin’s travel (personal vehicle and public carrier), 
as the insert below indicates: 
 



 
 
In this case, like the previous one, the “inviting” organization did not even cover local 
transportation (taxi, etc.) for Babin, adding another $54 to USM’s tab (see below): 
 

 
 
The total in this instance was just over $830, though Niroomand funded only $800 of the 
total.  Babin was able to tap four different pots of money to fund this trip (see below). 
 

 
 

In all, these three “invitations” received by Babin during Spring semester of 2006 
consumed about $1,400.  Thus, Babin used the travel budgets of 1 to 2 CoB assistant 
professors just to cover the left over amounts associated with his “invited” activities. 
 
 


